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Spin susceptibility and NMR spectra of small
jellium spheres

By J. P. Bücher and J.J. van der Klink

Institut de Physique Expérimentale, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne,
CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

(1. II. 88)

Abstract. The simple standard jellium with spherical boundary conditions is used to calculate
magnetic properties. Jahn-Teller distortions away from spherical symmetry are treated in an

approximate way, considering only the effect on spin multiplicity. In this approximation, the
susceptibility of all open-shell particles (those with a number of electrons different from the 'magic
numbers') increases with decreasing temperature. The resulting NMR line shape of an assembly of
particles shows size effects (from the non uniform spin density inside the particles) and temperature
effects (from the susceptibility). Our model, which goes over to a Kubo model for a statistically
uniform density of states (no degeneracy), always shows an increasing susceptibility at low
temperature. A few rough qualitative comparisons with available experimental data are made.

I. Introduction

Despite considerable theoretical work in the field of magnetic properties of
metallic clusters, very little is known about the relation between a measured
NMR line and the local magnetic information contained in it.

Local Knight shift calculations (muon and impurity shifts) have been

developed to an advanced stage in bulk solids. Most of the theoretical work has
been based on the jellium approximation where the metal is described by the
homogeneous electron gas. These calculations were done either by adopting the
charge density functional formalism [1] or the spin density functional formalism
[2]. The last formalism was extended to the so-called spherical solid model which
in a rough way takes into account the lattice potential [3]. By including core
polarization effects, jellium models also seem to give a good description of
nuclear Knight shifts in simple metals, in agreement with experimental results [4].
Because of the rotational symmetry encountered in treating impurities in the
jellium approximation, spherical cluster models have also been employed in
describing impurities in infinite solids [5].

In the present work we are interested specifically in cluster calculations. The
situation in small particles is different in that we are not faced with the calculation
of the nuclear Knight shift for a privileged nucleus, say an impurity at the center
of the particle, but rather with the calculation of many different Knight shifts at
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different sites in the particle. In this respect the case of small particles is very
peculiar because of the very broad Knight shift distribution encountered. Due to
the boundaries, the electron probability density varies from site to site inside the
particle and the Knight shift has values above as well as below the bulk value. In
addition, the finite size of the particle leads to temperature variations in the NMR
spectrum through the temperature dependence of the total magnetization.

Actually, magnetic properties of small metallic particles, especially temperature

effects, have been mostly studied by means of statistical models [6] (the set
of one electron levels is considered as a statistical object). This approach has led
to the prediction that, at low temperature, the susceptibility depends on the

parity of the number of electrons per particle.
The purpose of this work is not to do a comprehensive calculation of Knight

shifts in small particles but rather to show with extremely simple model how both
'local' (probability density) and 'non-local' (susceptibility) effects contribute to
the NMR line. To our knowledge, no simultaneous treatment of both effects has

been given so far.
A summary account of this work has been published previously [7].

II. Electronic properties in systems with discrete levels

Consider a small system ('small particle'), containing N non-interacting
electrons confined in a volume V. We suppose that the set of one-electron
eigenvalues {Ek), their degeneracies {dk}, as well as their corresponding
eigenfunctions {ipk} are known. For sake of simplicity, we will use the grand
canonical rather than the more appropriate canonical ensemble. The predictions
concerning the behaviour of the susceptibility are qualitatively similar for the two
ensembles [8], differing mainly in the prediction of the 'threshold temperature'
below which effects become visible. This point will be discussed in more detail in
section V. Then, at any finite temperature, the probability of occupation of a

state of energy E is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function

/(£) [1 +exp (£(£-O)]"1 (1)

where ß 1/kT and £ is the chemical potential. The latter quantity is implicitly
defined through the average total number of conduction electrons in the system

N 2dkf(Ek), (2)
k

where dk is the degeneracy including spin.
The Fermi level is the low temperature limit of the chemical potential:

EF lim £(_V, T). (3)

The zero-field electron spin-only susceptibility is

^.^.(f (4)
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The Knight shift originates from the conduction electron spin polarization, which
gives rise to a local field at the site of the probe nucleus. In the case of a simple
metal, this local field arises only through the Fermi contact term. In the small
field limit (first order perturbation), the general expression for the Knight shift of
a nucleus at site r becomes

K(t) -fatui 2 (|£) El </>*»|2, (5)
k p=\dE

which is valid as long as fiBB()«kT and the right-hand side is evaluated at zero
field.

In bulk metals with a simple lattice, all nuclear sites r are related by
translation symmetry, and K is independent of r. This is not necessarily true in a
small particle, and a range of A^-values will result. Similarly, Knight shift
measurements in dilute alloys are shown to give local spin susceptibility
informations for the nearest and next-nearest neighbour of an impurity [9].

For the infinite solid, the relations corresponding to equations (2), (4) and
(5) follow immediately by introducing the density of states (DOS) at the chemical
potential £ and temperature T:

°«'r» —?*(!) I; <«)

The low temperature limit of equation (6) is compatible with the usual definition:

D(E) 2 dkô(Ek - E). (1)
k

In a free electron gas with parabolic DOS

V 12m X 3Nd«-tXX) E"=f,- <8>

Therefore, the susceptibility remains constant until very low temperatures. This is

the usual Pauli susceptibility; me is the mass of the electron.
Figure 1 shows in a schematic way why the situation in the bulk, where

equation (8) is valid, is different from that in a small particle where equation (6)
applies. The DOS (equation (6)) in a small particle in general is temperature
dependent. Such a temperature dependence of % is not unique to systems with
discrete energy levels: in bulk transition metals the spin susceptibility depends on
the temperature, due to a sharp structure of the electronic DOS of the c/-band.
To find the low-temperature behaviour of equation (6), two cases have to be
considered.

For particles with all energy levels completely filled up to level k{), the

low-temperature chemical potential is

2XEkn+x + Ekn-kTlog^ (9)
"k„
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Schematic representation of the sum term in equation (4). (a) Particles in which the sum in equation
(4) limits to the only term k„. The susceptibility is proportional to the maximum amplitude of the
derivative of the Fermi function. This leads to a purely Curie like variation of the susceptibility at low
temperature, (b) When the particle size is growing, and as soon as the level spacing between two
adjacent levels becomes very small with regard to kT, it is possible to define an average DOS. The
sum term in (4), more and more tends to be replaced by an expression like (8).

and EF is halfway between Eku and Eku+X. The density of states (and the

susceptibility) tends to zero with decreasing temperature as

ö(C,r)S —(^A„+.)1/2exp
Ekg - Ek„+ 1

2kT
(10)

If the highest occupied energy level Ek„ (in the ground state) is only partially filled
(with a number of electrons Nk„ less than dki), t, varies at low temperatures as:

2£ 2Ekn + 2kT[\og Nkn - log (dk„ - NJ] (11)

and EF Ekn. Note that for an exactly half-filled level, the linear term in T
disappears. The DOS becomes:

D(Ç,T)^±Nk(,(l-NkJdJ (12)

and the susceptibility shows Curie behaviour.
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III. The free electron gas with spherical boundary conditions

Theoretical descriptions of the magnetic properties of metallic particles [6]

usually start from the assumption that the average spacing ô of electron energy
levels around the Fermi energy EF is a smooth function of the number N of
electrons in the particle:

ô AEFuik/3N. (13)

The success [10] of the spherical model [11] in explaining the size dependence of
cluster abundances, and in describing their polarizabilities, seems to indicate
however that there might be a considerable variation in electron level structure.
Therefore, we propose here an extremely simplified way to take account of the
electronic structure of small particles in the description of susceptibilities and

Knight shift. We will consider the standard jellium (smeared out nuclear charge
and Hartree-Fock approximation for the electron-electron interaction) and we
neglect relativistic effects. The solutions of the one electron Schroedinger
equation are:

Vn.Ur,d,ct>)=JÏ .'(k?''r\YUe. 0). (14)
'K r)l+ \\An,l)

E„,i — ; k„j — (15)
2me R

where the set of eigenfunctions {V«./.m} and the set of eigenvalues {E„,/} are
selected by the boundary conditions: ji(X„j) 0 (Dirichlet boundary conditions);
/, is the spherical Bessel function of order / and XnJ is the nth zero of /,,
Yi,m(8, <P) are the usual spherical harmonics, m is the projection of / on the
z-axis. The radius of the particle is given by R NlB rs where _V is the number of
valence electrons and rs is the usual electron density parameter. The important
point is that each level (n, I) has a degeneracy of 2(2/ + 1). The formulae from
section II apply, with substitution of k by (n, I) and dk by 2(2/ + 1).

Partly filled shells have considerable orbital degeneracy, so that the resulting
ground state particle shape and spin multiplicity are determined by competition
between the Jahn-Teller effect and Hund's rule. At least for alkali metal clusters,
this results probably always in Jahn-Teller distortions, and low-spin (singlet or
doublet) ground states [12,13]. As a result, the closed-shell clusters are spherical
in shape; those with (Aq - 2) or (4q - 1) (q integer) electrons outside closed shells
are ellipsoidal and remaining ones spheroidal; 'even' particles (with an even
number of electrons) have spin singlets as ground state, 'odd' particles (with an
odd number of electrons) have spin doublets. We will assume that the distortions
from spherical symmetry in spheroidal and ellipsoidal particles have a perturba-
tional effect on the corresponding spherical single-particle energy levels Enh and
that the resulting spread in energy AnJ of non-degenerate energy levels is small
compared to the average difference (AE)nJ between subsequent Enl. In that case
there should be a range of temperature such that A„,, < kBT < (AE)„.. where a
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One electron eigenvalues for sodium particles as a function of the number N of atoms in a cluster.

considerable simplification of numerical computation can be made by assuming all
levels originating from the same EnJ equally populated. Although the range of
applicability of this 'effective spherical' approximation is unclear a priori, it
should provide at least qualitative information on the behaviour of the non
degenerate system at not too low temperatures. We will make a few more
remarks on this approximation afterwards.

Most of our calculations were done for sodium (rs 3.93), which is believed
to be the best replica of the ideal jellium. In Fig. 2, we have reported the one
electron ground state eigenvalues EnJ for sodium clusters, calculated with
equation (15), as a function of the cluster size N. It shows the typical energy
jumps of the last occupied level which precisely corresponds to sizes with N 2,

8, 18, 20, 34, etc filling a shell. Figure 3 shows t, - EbFu,k for two different
temperatures as a function of the cluster size. The higher temperature was only
chosen in order to show a difference on the scale of the drawing. The two curves
cross for half filled shells, according to equation (11). Interesting is also the fact
that the chemical potential of small particles is always higher than that of the
bulk, in agreement with classical thermodynamic results.

A study of the eigenfunction aspect of the solution (14), tells us that the

more important the orbital quantum number / is, the bigger is the probability to
find an electron near the surface. Since the highest orbital numbers / still occupied
(obtained for n 1) are those near the Fermi energy and have the highest
degeneracy, we expect a surface contribution which can be important in the final
expression of the Knight shift.
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£-£.£"" as a function of the particle size for T 1000 K (thick solid line) and for T 0 K (thin solid
line), for sodium particles.

For consistency it is of course required that upon increasing their size, the
DOS of our jellium spheres tends to the DOS of the bulk jellium. This was shown
to be the case, according to the early work of H. Weil'). In the Appendix, we

present an approach to this problem based on a WKB approximation. Here we
give only a simple estimate of the variation of energy level spacing, that can be

obtained from equation (15) by analyzing the variation of each energy level as a

function of N. Assuming En ,(N') to be the energy level (n, I) for the particle of
number N' of conduction electrons, then, from Eq. (15), the energy En/(N) for
any N, is given by

/N'X
£B.,(A0 (—) EnJ(N'); (16)

we conclude that the separation between adjacent levels also diminishes as _V~2W

All 'metallic' properties e.g. electron conduction, magnetic susceptibility, can be

derived from the idea that there are unoccupied levels arbitrary close (i.e. within
an interval «kT) to £ (or to EF at sufficiently low temperatures). Clearly this can

only be true for an 'infinite' system and a 'small particle' will not always be

metallic.

H. Weil [14] proved that the assymptotically leading term of the mode density is only
proportional to the volume V of the domain, regardless of its shape. See also Ref. 15 and Refs.
therein.
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Consider the susceptibility of the spherical jellium. Even if we neglect the

diamagnetic contribution [16], the spherical symmetry still leads to an orbital and
a spin paramagnetic contribution to the susceptibility. However, in a real particle,
the orbital momentum will be quenched by the translational motion of the
electron through the lattice. For this reason, we limit our considerations to the

spin contribution, as given by equations (4) and (5). Of particular interest is the
effect of the derivative of Fermi function. This function acts as a 'window'.
Increasing the number of levels inside the window has a smoothing effect on the

size-dependence of the susceptibility. For a given temperature, we can increase
the number of levels inside the window by augmenting the particle size, or for a

given particle, we can increase the number of levels inside the window by

augmenting the width of the window (the temperature). A somewhat heuristic
view is to say that filling more and more the window (high temperatures or big
particles) makes the particle to 'forget' its shell structure.

In the simple spherical jellium (where one disregards the discreteness of the

lattice), the discontinuity at the boundary is a source of spin-orbit coupling. In
simple /-coupling the eigenfunction solutions then are of the form [17]:

Wv>, 6, ct>) Rv(r)rvX(8, </>)¦ (17)

Here the Tv A are not eigenfunctions of the Zeeman interaction; it can be shown
that rv,A is coupled by the Zeeman interaction to T_ (v+l).A that differs in one unit
of /, but has identical / and mr But since the Rv(r) for different index v are
orthogonal, the total eigenfunctions ?vA are not mixed. As a consequence,
although the 'effective' spin is changed by the spin-orbit coupling, no second
order spin-Zeeman effects, as proposed by Sone [18], exist in this model.

Whereas a particle of given size has one unique value of the susceptibility (at
a given temperature), its NMR spectrum will contain a number of lines at

different values of the Knight shift. From equation (14) and (5), we obtain:

K(r) -§ju()Ju! 2
2/ + 1

{n.l)
(K

jiR \9E (n.l)

ji(kn.ir)
rjt+i(Xn.i)

(18)

When the thermal energy is small compared to the degenerated level spacing, the
mean contribution to the magnetization only comes from the last occupied level
(rc,,, /„). In that case, equation (18) reduces to

K(r\- 2u ,A2l»+l(df
(«*..)

Ìllkn0,X
/7/„+l(^n„./„)-l

0<N0<2(2/o + l) (19)

and

/V0 2(2/0+!)/(£„„.,„, £«,), (20)

-V0 being the amount of electrons occupying the last level. Expression (19) brings
out two factors. The first one is essentially non-local, it is roughly the

magnetization of the particle as a whole and represents the eigenvalue aspect
while the second factor containing the square of the wave function is of local
nature and represents the eigenfunction aspect.
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Spin susceptibility of 'effectively spherical" jellium particles as a function of the particle size at two
different temperatures. The electron density parameter r, 3.93 a.u., as appropriate for Na. Units are
the susceptibility for the corresponding bulk jellium: x(°°) 8.2 x 10 " (SI units).

IV. Results

In Fig. 4, we have calculated the susceptibility as given by equation (4) as a

function of the particle size for two different temperatures. From this figure, the
smoothing-out effect of the shell structure, both for bigger particle sizes and for
higher temperatures becomes clear. The dimensionless magnetic susceptibility
tends towards the infinite jellium value for Na: 8.2 x 10"6 (SI units). Particles
with completely filled shells have (close to) zero susceptibility; the maxima occur
for half-filled shells. In a sample with a distribution of sizes, the Curie behaviour
will dominate because most particles have an unfilled shell.

NMR spectra were calculated according to equation (18) for samples with
distributions of size represented in Fig. 5 and for various temperatures. Where
calculations were done as a function of the particle size (see Fig. 6), the size

distributions of Fig. 5 are normalized so that the total amount of reasonating
nuclei remains constant. As the mean particle size in Fig. 6 increases, the amount
of particles with a filled shell (contributing to zero susceptibility), diminishes with
regard to those with an incomplete shell. This explains that finally the peak at
K 0 tends to disappear for big particles. For distribution 3 the center of gravity
of the NMR line (roughly determined by the susceptibility) is already close to that
of the bulk, but the considerable width of the line reflects the large number of
non-equivalent sites in the particles.

On the other hand Fig. 7 represents NMR line shape calculations in the low
temperature limit (50 K, 150 K) where only the last occupied level has to be

considered, see equation (19). The short vertical lines indicate the corresponding
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Calculated NMR spectra for a normal distribution of 1500 sodium particles (Nr. 2 of Fig. 5) at three
different temperatures. The average Knight shifts are indicated by the short vertical lines. Spectra are
normalized to the same area.

average Knight shifts which could be the informations obtained from conduction
electron spin resonance (CESR) measurements on these particles (CESR only
gives an average susceptibility information).

The most remarkable feature of the lines in Fig. 7 is the strong temperature
dependence. In fact, as the temperature diminishes the line extends more and

more towards higher Knight shifts. Finally, since the area under the line has to
remain constant, (conservation of the number of resonating centers) the line will
dilute totally. This behaviour can easily be understood by going back to the
expression for the susceptibility as a function of T given by equation (4), since the

wave function W is supposed to be independent of the temperature. Of course,
the discussion applied to equation (4) (see Fig. 1) remains valid.

V. Discussion

The model shows how the smallness of the particles affects their magnetic
properties. The NMR lines show 'local' effects due to the non uniform spin
density inside the particles as well as 'non local' temperature effects from the
susceptibility.

The 'local' effect results in an asymmetrical line shape, with a width of the
order of the bulk Knight shift. This effect has also been discussed by other
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authors [19,20,21]; it is neglected in models using statistical distributions of
levels (Kubo-type theories) [6].The size-dependence of the susceptibility is an
additional cause of line broadening in a sample of non-uniform particles.

The susceptibility effects shows up as a strong temperature-dependence of
the center of gravity of the NMR signal (Fig. 7) that, due to the low-intensity
wings in the low field region, would experimentally probably show up only as a
line close to zero shift with a width (FWHM) less than the bulk Knight shift; the
line width being smaller (and therefore its apparent center closer to K 0) for
lower temperatures. This temperature variation of the susceptibility was not
considered in Refs. [19, 20, 21], and is described in a different way in Kubo-type
theories. We will not review these theories here (for a review see Ref. 6), but
only point out some differences with the present model.

In the Kubo model, the wave function aspect is left out and only energy
levels are taken into account. The central assumption concerning the energy
levels are that all degeneracies are lifted by surface irregularities and that their
energies are randomly distributed around the Fermi level, with their spacing A
obeying a given statistics P(A) ~ Ay exp [-(A/ô)2] (y 1, 2 depending on the
statistical ensemble). This situation is described in our equations by dk 2

independent of k, and Nko= 1 in equation (12). Then from equations (10) and
(12) we have:

Xeven -~^;exp[-(A/2/cr)], (21)

/[odd— a, ¦yiA-T-- V-^-l

The susceptibility will exhibit the Curie behaviour for the odd case (particles with
an odd number of electrons) while the susceptibility in the even case (even
number of electrons) is exponentially attenuated. The fact that in statistical
models one has to average over a distribution P(A), does not change the situation
much. Then (^even) varies with TY rather than exponentially while (%odd) still
varies as T~l [7]. The corresponding canonical ensemble results [8] vary with
ô/kT in the same way. Therefore, we expect no important qualitative differences
between canonical and grand canonical averaging (for quantitative differences,
compare Fig. 2 of Ref. 8). Whatever P(A) is, the criterion to observe a quantum
size effect or not, remains that the thermal energy kT be smaller than the average
level spacing ô:

r 4Etulk
ô JAP(A)dA -^r. (23)

In Fig. 8, we have reported <5/2 and 1/D(t,, T) at 150 K for our model, (equation
(6)). At this temperature, most of jellium particles with N < 160 are still metallic
(£)'(£, T) < kT) while Kubo particles are not.

It will be clear from the discussion that the essential difference between the
present and the statistical models lies in the assumptions concerning the
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ô/2 2£fUlk/3 N and l/£>(£, T) for the spherical model as a function of particle size for sodium at
150 K (horizontal line).

geometrical symmetry and the quasi degeneracy of the energy levels that follows
from it. The differences between spherical and ellipsoidal geometries, or even the
differences between a free-electron model (as in the present paper) and a

tight-binding approach (the opposite case)2) probably play a minor role in
comparison. So, it is tempting to conclude that the result of our model could be

fairly general. Small irregularities would have the effect of partially lifting
degeneracies, but in small particles, we remain with degeneracies due to the
dominant symmetry.

A remarkable result of this 'effective spherical' model is that the neglect of
the splittings An, largely suppresses the distinction between 'odd' and 'even'
particles (leaving only 'open shell' and 'closed shell' particles). As a consequence,
predictions for mono- and divalent metals are very similar, as shown in Fig. 9 for
sodium and magnesium particles with the same distribution. The neglect of the
splittings might be not too crude an approximation for most temperatures used in
our calculations, but there will of course always be a lower limit to its validity. As
an example, consider a half-filled outer shell with a large value of /, and let the
result of Jahn-Teller and exchange couplings be a splitting into (21 +1)
equidistant levels, spaced A apart. If A«kT and (2/ + l)A»A:r (which of
course implies rather large particles), the average spacing around the Fermi level

2) The local DOS in our problem being defined as D(E, r) £t p 6(Eh - E) \*Vk p(r)\2, the general
formulation developed in section II can be directly applied to the LCAO problem by replacing
Vk.p(r) by tne coefficients ar p(Ek) of the atomic orbitals of degeneracy p which have to be
considered.
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NMR spectra with parameters corresponding to Na (rs 3.93 a.u., _V odd and even) and to Mg
(rs 2.66 a.u.; _V even only) for the same size distribution (Nr. 2 of Fig. 5). Spectra are normalized to
the same area.

will be A, much smaller than ô, and the resulting susceptibility will be more
Pauli- then Curie-like. Similarly particles with an even number of electrons in an
unfilled outer shell will have a nonzero, Pauli-like, susceptibility. Without more
detailed knowledge about how the initial EnJ degeneracies are lifted it is difficult
to discuss this more specifically: it might for example happen that a particle size
distribution in the jellium model has an effect similar to that of Kubo's Poisson
distribution [22] (where 'accidental' degeneracies have a nonzero probability) for
a level spacing at constant size.

Experimentally, there is some support for this latter idea in ESR data on
small Mg particles [23], but the totality of results for this metal in the literature
shows little consistency. Size-dependent NMR spectra as in Fig. 6 have been
consistently found for platinum particles by two groups [24, 25] (for an exception
see Ref. 20); but neither of them found a remarkable temperature dependence
between 4 and 77 K. The observation of one single line arising from Li platelets
[26] in neutron irradiated LiF (instead of one line from 'even' and one line from
'odd' particles; see however Ref. 27) at fairly high temperature (300 K) follows
from the present model without invoking excessive line broadening due to the
size distribution. The NMR experiments of Yee and Knight on copper [28] were
performed at very low temperatures, where the validity of our approximations is

doubtful, still the decrease of linewidth and of Knight shift [28] below 8 K for a

sample with a relatively poor signal-to-noise ratio is consistent with our discussion
of Fig. 7. Again, conflicting reports from other laboratories exist.
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For large level spacings ô the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time Tx should
become very long (compared to the value in the bulk metal); this effect has not
been reported so far, which is compatible with conditions of large / and small A,
similar to those described in a previous paragraph.

Although the experimental situation remains unclear, in that few consistent
effects have been reported by different laboratories, it seems that existing data on
magnetic effects in small particles of normal metals can be at least as well
understood from the well-defined but irregular level structures of the shell model,
as from the usual models using statistical distributions of equally-spaced levels
(and some effects [29] are hard to understand in either class of models).
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Appendix: WKB approximate eigensolutions for the spherical model

Sometimes, it is very useful to have at one's disposal an analytical expression
for j,(x) and its zeroes. Usually in the asymptotic domain (l2«x), j,(x) is

approximated by:

},(x) sin \x - —j. (Al)

The corresponding eigenvalues for our problem are given by:

Xnj Jt(n+^. (A2)

However, in most applications (for instance in order to see the convergence of
the DOS towards the bulk jellium), we need an expression for// and Xn which is

valid in a wider range than the asymptotic one. One way to do this, is to use a

WKB approximation (see for instance Ref. 30). The Schroedinger radial equation
for our problem is:

XÏ + (]2Xi 0. (A3)

with

q2 k2- U,(r). (A4)

For short wavelengths, Ui(r) 1(1 + \)/r2 may be considered constant for several
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wavelengths about r, then:

X -fôSmUq(r)dr); (AS)

f q(r) dr (x2 - E2)m + E arc sin — + C, (A6)
J \x\

where L2 /(/ + 1) and x kr. The validity of the approximation is restricted
to [30]:

/ L2X
L2/x'«(l-X) (Al)

Therefore the approximation is valid for / «x. Putting (A6) into (A5) we obtain:

1 r / L2X L ]
X — —j75 sin ì Jc( 1 j) + ^arcsin—t-Cf. (A8)

Equation (A8) must tend to the asymptotic form (Al) when x^°°; this fixes the

integration constant C -In/2. Setting L l, the argument of the sin in (A8)
becomes:

XûhîXiio
it follows

'*>"{(* -?W0 (A10)

This WKB solution is the continuation of the asymptotic form (Al), therefore we
call it preasymptotic.

By equating the argument of the sin in equation (AIO) to nn, we obtain the
solutions of the eigenvalue problem as:

7 \

2XnJ [njt + j) + mr + y| -2Ï2 (AH)

XnJ is related to the energy eigenvalues by equation (15). Our new expression for
XnJ is valid in a wider range than the old asymptotic one. We use it in order to
show that the DOS of our small jellium particles tends to the DOS of the bulk
free electron model for big particles.

By setting the maximum value of XnJ in a given particle to be X X„mmS)

(«max= n(l 0)), the total number of states NT up to X is given by:

NT f
""* f 2(2/ + 1) di dn, (A12)

Jn l Jo

where the upper boundaries are given by:

2l(n) Xji- [X2n2 - 8(X2 - nnX)]m (A13)
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and

nmax X/jt. (AIA)

The integration leads to

NT 0.1341.Y3 + 0(X2). (A15)

Using equation (A15) and the relation between X and E (equation (15)), we get:

%-XHf^"'-0.1341 [—y )XR2 + 0(1). (A16)

Finally, the DOS at EF can be written in the following form:

V /2m, 3/2

d^'Xit) b'- <A17)

Our preasymptotic approximation leads to a 0.948, while for the free electron
case a 1. With the simple asymptotic approximation, the result should have
been a 0.608. Thus, that we find a factor a different from one is only due to
our difficulty in counting states. However, we approach the value of one by
increasing the accuracy of our analytical approximation.
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